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aboriginal art



basic info
(powered by Google Search Engine)

• aboriginal culture dates back 60.000-80.000 years


• cave paintings are estimated to be ~20.000 years old


• both artistic way of expression and method of communication


• there is no written linguistic component involved


• symbols are used in place of alphabetical systems


• heavy emphasis on story telling


• stories include knowledge of the land, events and beliefs



more in-depth info
(bestowed upon you by the elder wizards of Google)

• aboriginal paintings depict information about the land, 
convey stories about social behaviour and what is 
acceptable, and also The Dreamtime.


• aboriginal Dreamtime or The Dreaming refers to the 
spiritual beliefs of the indigenous people of Australia.


• it consists of the creation of the universe and is a 
concept not well understood by non-aboriginal 
individuals.


• the Dreamtime is a period on a continuum of past, 
present and future.



in-depth info pt. 2
(I need to renew my Google wizard license)

• dots in aboriginal art were implemented 
to hide iconography and messages 
from white men because they were 
afraid that they would gain access to 
their sacred language and knowledge.


• style and character differ based on 
region.


• aboriginal art however is open to 
interpretation and can be understood 
differently between people.



from caves to canvas
(pretty sure that’s the title of an art book, please don’t sue me!)

• in 1971 a school teacher working with Aboriginal children encouraged 
Aboriginal men to paint the stories they were telling, initiating the Aboriginal 
art movement.


• aboriginal artists require permission to paint certain stories!


• they inherit the right to tell these stories through the generations within certain 
skin groups; so an Aboriginal artist is not allowed to paint a story that does 
not belong to their family.





the ancient story of 
the milky way and 
the seven sisters
(inherited by Gabriella, 
handed down from her 
mother, handed down to her 
by her paternal grandmother, 
Long Rose, given to Gabriela 
by her father)



well, that was a 
mouth-full, huh?



earth images style

Tarisse was handed down the 
style to paint by her father, 
William King Jungala. It is a 
macro view of land around 
the small remote town of 
Katherine, the area where her 
Gurindji tribe once inhabited.

(are you reading these subtitles? listen to what I’m saying!)



ancient vs contemporary 
aboriginal art







now, you’re probably wondering 
what all of this has to do with 
‘nucleus’



well,



take a look…

















watering holes.





watering holes are integral to the 
Aboriginal people.



life

community praying

agriculture

sitting

gathering

water

travelling drinking

survival

trade ceremonies

swimming



nuclei are integral for life
both biologically (with some 

exceptions)
and socially



aboriginal art focuses on life and the 
stories which brought about the world as 

we know it today.



these stories are told in groups.



groups are needed to survive.



a group is a social nucleus, allowing 
its members to survive for longer.



thank you for your attention.
unfortunately the scheduled free buffet has been cancelled because the kitchen staff had a falling out with the janitor.


